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Abstract. The single species neutral - shielding model for the 

ablation of a hydrogenic pellet is extended by considering the 

ablatant as a mixture of four species: molecular and atomic 

hydrogen, protons and electrons. Compared with the single-

species - ablatant model, results of the analysis showed that 

the ablatant state differs considerably. The attenuation of the 

incoming electron energy and energy flux, however, are very much 

similar, irrespective of the ablatant composition. The scaling 

law of the pellet ablation rate with respect to the plasma state 

of T , n and the pellet radius, r remains the same; the ab

lation rate is reduced approximately by 15%. at some combinations 

of T , n and r , a weak shock can appear when the ablated 

flow downstream becomes sonic. A sufficient but not necessary 

condition for its occurence is that the ablacant approaches 

either a state of complete dissociation, or complete ionization. 

To study the possible existence of an effective energy absorbing 

spherical region around the pellet, a comparison between the 

local ablated electron collisional mean free path and the elec

tron Larmor radius in the cloud is made. A critical field, B is 

then defined and evalued at the ionization radius,r.. For plasma 

state of fusion interest and pellet radius beyond 0.15 mm, B is j 

well above 10 Tesla. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Present tokamak experiments showed that a longer global energy 

confinement time is often associated with a density profile which 

is centrally peaked. One possibility of achieving such a density 

profile is by high-speed pellet injection, [ij. As the required 

injection speed is closely related to the ablation rate of the 

pellet in the prevailing plasma environment, a detailed under

standing of the ablation process, therefore, should be desirable. 

Comparisons of current pellet injection experiments with theor

etical predictions are based mainly on the "transonic neutral 

shielding" model (TNS) [2,3J and their modifications [4,5,6]. 

An essential feature of these models is that most of the energy 

of the incoming plasma electrons is absorbed in a thin spherical 

layer of the ablated cloud. Among many assumptions of these 

models, the ablatant is taken to be a single species, a neutral 

H2 or D2 gas. The expansion of the cloud is considered to be 

spherically symmetric near the pellet. 

However, for a combination of plasma states, Te, ne and pellet 

radius, rp of current interest, computational results showed that 

the equilibrium degree of dissociation, a<j at the sonic radius, 

r*, is already appreciable, (e.g. at Te = 600 eV, ne » 2 * 10
13 

and rp * 0.2 mm, «d = 0.69). Although this estimated value of cy 

is based on the original TNS model where the energy required for 

the dissociation process is neglected; nevertheless, one would 

expect that even with the correction, the presence of atomic hy

drogen might not be negligible. When the ablatant expands further 

downstream, its pressure drops and its temperature rises through 

the interaction with the incoming hot plasma electrons. It is 

conceivable that for some combinations of plasma state and pellet 

radius that the degree of ionization of the ablatant could become 

sufficiently high to invalid the assumption of the spherical ex

pansion. Such departures from the TNS model, in fact, have been 

observed experimentally. For example, holographic interferoyrams 
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of the ablated cloud taken in some of the ISX-B discharges indi

cated that the degree of ionization,a., already becomes notice

able (« 2%) at an expansion radius less than 1.5 r [7]. Depar

tures of the ablated cloud from spherical expansion also have 

been observed in image pictures of the cloud, [8J, and the detec

tions of striations [9,101 in several devices. 

The modification of the TNS model by including the dissociation 

of the ablatant has been considered previously by Parks [11]. In 

his model, a constant ratio of the specific heats, y was used, 

and the singularity of the momentum equation of the ablated fluid 

was taken at the sonic radius of the ablated cloud. It can be 

shown that for an arbitrary degree of dissociation, a r t n e 

singular point usually occurs within the sonic radius. Throughout 

this paper, sound speed refers to that of a local Frozen Flow. 

The singular point always occurs at the equilibrium sonic radius. 

In reality. Parks' treatment is limited to cases where complete 

dissociation occurs at the sonic radius. 

Subsequently, Felber et al. treated the problem of dissociation 

and ionization of the ablatant more in detail [12]. They con

sidered two cases: (a) surface dissociation and volume ioniz

ation, and (b) volume dissociation and ionization. In the first, 

the ablatant is assumed to leave the pellet surface as an atomic 

gas, and becomes subsequently ionized in the expanding cloud. At 

the pellet surface, they modified the boundary conditions of re

ference [2] by taking into account the finite energy required for 

dissociation, but retained the original assumption of vanishing 

surface temperature. In the second case of volume dissociation 

and ionization, they assumed that these two processes occur sep-

artely, i.e. ionization hardly noticeable (< 1%) until dis

sociation is nearly completed (> 99%). The ratio of the specific 

heats was taken as a constant, y = 5/3, throughout the expanding 

cloud. 

As mentioned above, when dissociation and ionization effects are 

present, the singularity of the momentum equation, in general, 

does not occur at the sonic radius of the expanding cloud. Its 
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exact location depends on the freestream plasma state* Te, ne and 

the pellet radius, rp; thus one has no a priori knowledge of its 

location. It is therefore doubtful that a reliable solution can 

be obtained by initiating the integration at the freestreaa as 

Mentioned in reference [12J. Por the same reason* although the 

separation of dissociation and ionization effects is a common 

practice in treating relaxation phenomena analytically* it could 

introduce an error in the starting slope at the singular point 

when the proble« has to be treated numerically. 

The attenuation of the incoming electron energy in the ablated 

cloud depends not only on the density distribution of the ablated 

material but also on its composition. It is not clear beforehand 

to what extent the ablation process occurring at the pellet sur

face could affect the state of the ablatant, the influence of 

the boundary condition at the pellet surface* therefore* remains 

to be examined. Furthermore* the analysis of [l2] is limited to 

the ablation of a pellet in a homogeneous plasma of thermonuclear 

interest only. 

When local thermodynamic equilibrium is invoked* the ablatant 

composition depends on the local pressure and temperature in the 

cloud* these parameters* in turn* are influenced strongly by the 

ambient plasma state and the pellet size. During the traverse of 

the pellet along its injected path in an experimental device* it 

is subjected to the variation of the plasma temperature and den

sity prevailing in the device. A larger initial pellet is sub

jected to the lower temperature and density at the edge* whereas 

a smaller pellet near its end of travel is subjected to higher 

temperature and density in the core region of the device. In view 

of these facts and the assumptions as well as the limited treat

ment of reference 112] mentioned above* a reexamination of the 

subject matter and an extension of their analysis to cover a wide 

range of pellet size and plasma state of current interest* there

fore* should be a worthwhile undertaking. 

The paper is divided into four sections. After this introduction* 

the analytical model is formulated in Section 2; there the basic 
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assumptions, governing equations and boundary conditions as well 

as the method of solution are presented. In Section 3, the re

sults of the analysis are given. Following a discussion about 

the effects of the specific heat ratio, t, and of the ablation 

process at the pellet surface, the variation of the atlatant 

state in the cloud is shown explicitly. This is followed by a 

discussion of the ionization radius and the validity of the 

spherical expansion. Lastly, the possible occurrence of a second 

singularity (or a thermal shock) is analyzed. Finally the paper 

ends with a brief suaaary and discussion in Section 4. 

2. ANALYTICAL MODEL 

2.1. Basic assumptions 

Similar to the TNS Model, we shall consider the ablation of a 

spherical hydrogenic pellet subjected to the impact of a beam of 

monoenergetic electrons. The particle and energy flux of the beam 

is taken to be the same as that of a collection of plasma elec

trons having a Maxwellian energy distribution of ne and Te; thus 

the energy of the equivalent beam is given by E = 2 Te. The ex

pansion of the ablated flow is assumed to be quasi-steady and 

spherical. The latter assumption implies that we expect the 

existence of a dense ablated layer surrounding the pellet 

where most of the energy of the incoming electrons is absorbed. 

In fact, the main objective of the paper is to investigate the 

relation of such a layer with respect to the ambient plasma 

state and pellet size. 

The main departure of the present study from the TNS model is 

that instead of taking the ablatant to be a single species of 

molecular hydrogen (frozen flow), we assume it to be a mixture of 

four species, f^, H, H* and e". Furthermore, we assume the exis

tence of local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE), so that the con-
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centrations of these species are determined by the local tempera

ture and pressure of the ablatant (equilibriua flow). No arti

ficial separation of the dissociation and ionization region is 

therefore necessary. 

A direct consequence of dissociation and ionization is the change 

of the average mass of the ablatant and its ratio of specific 

heats, T. The average mass of the ablatant can be evaluated once 

the relative concentrations of the species are known. When the 

quantum mechanical effect is neglected, the variation of T can be 

related to the corresponding variation of the degree of freedom; 

thus 

Y - 1 • 2/f . (2) 

If we assume f varies linearly with the degree of dissociation, 

ad, then 

Y = (7 - 2 «d>/(5 "
 2 °d> • (2a) 

Alternatively, since f varies only with the degree of dis

sociation, <>£, we take it as the average value of the mixture, 

H2 and H, then 

T * (7 + 3 «*d)/(5 • <*d), [12J . (2b) 

2.2. Governing equations 

The composition of the ablatant can be analyzed in terms of the 

degree of dissociation, «d, and of ionization, aif defined 

respectively by 

°d * nH/{2 nH2 + nH> , (3) 

°i " nH+/<nH * nH + ) ' <4> 

where nH
+, nH and nH_ are the particle densities of proton,and 

atomic and molecular hydrogen, respectively. Neglecting the elec-
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tron mass compared to that of the proton, the concentration of 

the various species can be expressed in terms of <\j and «j, 

thus 

P H «d(1-fti> 

P l-a^l-oø) 
(5) 

P„+ odtti 
- ^ — S — — — « — — — 

ø i-«id-«a) 
(6) 

P 
1 - C - C- (7) 

In the above equations, P is the mass density of the mixture; 
PH ' PH a n d PH + a r e t h e • a s s density of Hjr H and H* re

spectively. 

Using Dalton*s law of partial pressure and the LTB assumption, 

the total pressure of the ablatant can be written as 

P - (1 + Ca + 3 Ci) PT/2 mH . 

Taking the mass of the mixture as given by 

m « 2 an/d + Ca + 3 q ) , (8) 

the equation of state then assumes the familiar form. 

p * PT/m . (9) 

Invoking the law of mass action, the degree of dissociation and 

ionization can be written explicitly as 

p 1-1/2 

° I Kd(T)J 

KH(T) - 1.2401 * Wy21y'*21*CEå/1) , 

(10) 
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r p r 1 / z 

l Ki(T)J 

I£(T) « 4.8263 * 10*T
2'5e("Ei/T) 

(11) 

In the above equation« the dissociation and ionization energy, 

Bj and Ej, as well as the ablatant temperature, Tr are in eV. The 

pressure p, and the equilibrium constants Kj, and *i are in 

dynes/cm2. 

The dynaaics of the- expansion process is then described by the 

three conservation laws. Assuming the ablatant to be a nondissi-

pative ideal gas and the expansion process to be spherical sym

metry, the three conservation laws are given as 

— (Pvr2) * 0 , 
dr 

(12) 

dv dp 
pv — + — M o 

dr dr 

(13) 

T v2 d r T v* i 
pv _- U — + — + vl » Q(r> , 

dr I m 2 J 
(14) 

where 

C • — , 

Y-1 
(15) 

Bi Ed 

m * 2m a 

H H 

(16) 
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Thus v is the specific energy of the fluid spent for the phase 

transition, and Q(r) is the volumetric heat source. Following a 

similar argument of the TNS model, we take the attenuation of the 

energy flux of the i nooning electrons in the ablatant as given by 

dE P 

» L(E) (17) 
dr ng 

dq PA(E) 

— - q (18) 
dr 2m,, 

where *(E) = 2 L(E)/E + «(E). (19) 

For simplicity, we take the loss function, i3], 

L(E) « {2.35 * 101* * 4 * lO^E * 2 * 10^E-2|-1 (20) 

and the "effective scattering cross section", [2J, 

«(B) - 1.13 * 10-'*B-^ (E < 100 eV) 

= 8.8 * 10 _ 13E-1.71 _ 1.62 * io-12B-1.932 (e > too eV) 

(21) 

to be the sane as those corresponding to a stopping medium of 

aolecular hydrogen gas. In these equations, E is in eV, o(E) in 

ca2 and L(E) in eV-cn.2 The derivations of Eqs. (17) and (18) and 

discussions concerning the validities of Eqs. (20) and (21) are 

given in the appendix. To complete the description, we shall 

take Q(r) appearing in the energy conservation equation to be 

the sane as the energy deposited per unit volume per second in 

the ablatant through the slowing down of the incoming electrons; 

thus 

Q(r) - -2-. (22) 
dr 
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2.3« Normalization 

In the single species TNS model, the singularity of the system 

of equations governing the ablated flow occurs at the radius of 

expansion, r^, where the flow becomes sonic, or the Mach number 

MA = 1. Since M
2 can be expressed as the ratio of the kinetic to 

thermal energy of the flow, the occurrence of the singularity at 

Nft = 1 can be interpreted as an equipartition between the kinetic 

and thermal energies. When dissociation occurs, some energy must 

be spent for the phase transition. If the occurrence of the 

singularity of the governing equations depends on the distri

bution of the total energy of the flow among its various com

ponents, kinetic, thermal and potential, we may expect that when 

dissociation occurs, the singular radius, r*, in general will be 

in the subsonic region. 

Normalizing all the variables with respect to their corresponding 

values at r^, e.g. r * r*r'» P = P*P*' ®tc«» an<* introducing 

2 
8 « T/T , w = v2/v , M »m /m , A« = A(E)/A(E ) , (23) 

the system of equations can be written in their dimensionless 

form; thus after dropping the prime sign, they take the following 

expressions: 

P'w r* » 1 (24) 

d p Y*M* dw , „ e % 

r m^K (25) dr 2r2^v7 d * 

J t Y * " 1 ^ . qA 
— iu50 + -*— M2w + v\ m 2C ^= (26) 
dr 2 * * / 7 

7^r (27) 
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dq qA 
_ 1 = X --*— (28) 
dr * r 2 / w -

d E [L(EE ) ] j 
^ _ = 2 X M (29) 
dr * «- A ^ J r 2 / ^ 

«d - a d ( P ' 9 ) <30> 

« i - « i ( P » 9 ) ( 3 1 ) 

where 

m 1 + Ca + 3Ci 
p = -JL = - (32) 

m 1 + C* + 3C? 

/ Y \ / Y " 1 \ 7" 2°d 
e = ( _ ) ( - i — ) = - (33) 

V Y - I Å Y# ; 7 . 2 a * 

Y * - 1 ra* rEd E i 1 
Y mH L 2T#

 a T * J 

°dn-°i) 
Ca - • (35) 

3 1-«i(1-«d) 

°d°i 
Ci = (36) 

1-«i(1-<*d) 

,Y - K 2*r2 q 
• . (-£—) -r-*»^r m A (37) 
* \ Y / G T * * 
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A = — S L A 
* 

PA r 
(38) 

2roH 

In the above system of equations, N A is the Mach number at r*; w, 

8, and v are the normalized kinetic, thermal and potential ener

gies of the flow. G is the mass ablation rate, and n»Hx* can be 

interpreted as the effective stopping mass of the ablatant. 

Considering S(a d), M o ^ , ^ ) and
 w(«d,<*i) as functions of p and 8, 

through lengthy algebraic manipulations, we can solve dw/dr and 
d8/dr explictly [ u ] ; thus 

", qA w 
C.**[9,p)H2 7 - - -
* i /w r 

dw 
T-= 4 ~-— (39) 
d r 1 - M 2 M 2 *,(8,p) 

C**3<6'P> %- *4<9'P> ~ 

d8 * l_ 
= _ 4 _ _ — f ( 4 0 ) 

d r t - M2 M2 M 6'P> 

where 

~ Y w M 2 

M 2 * -*• -Z ' T ' (*1) 
Y M8 M2 

* 

and can be viewed as the normalized Mach number. 

It is easy to demonstrate that in the limit of <*d * 0, Eqs. 

(39) and (40) reduce to the previous expressions of the TNS 

model. In summary, through the elimination of the mass density, 

P, we obtained five first-order nonlinear equations of p, w, 8, 

E and q. In Eqs. (39) and (40), we have four functional coef

ficients, *!, *2' *3
 and *4> t n e Y involve M, 5, v and their 

first derivatives with respect to p and 8. T O determine these 

coefficients, we have to use the seven nonlinear algebraic 

equations describing a<j, «*£, M, €, v, c a and Cj. 
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One observes that Eq. (39) and (40) become singular when M = 1, 

or Mach number of the flow H(=Sn t) becomes M*, where 

"* - 1/*2(1»1> • («2) 

It follows then unless we are considering the special case of 

*2(T*»P*) ~ 1» t h e singularity of Eqs. (39) and (40) do not 

necessary occur at the sonic radius. Since at r » rA (or r
1 = 1) 

all the normalized flow variables become unity, the definiteness 

of dw/dr then requires 

C^ - 1/*i(1,1) . (43) 

2.4. Initial conditions at the singular point 

In view of the presence of the singularity of the governing equa 

tions, we shall analyze it as an initial value problem by speci

fying all the derivatives at the singular point. Thus, if we 

denote 

dwl 

dr|rs1 

then [13] 

dr|ral 

dpi 

dr|r,i 

dql 

dr|r»1 

= z S ' 

4-<zs 
a* 

Y M2ZS 
» » s 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 
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dEl ^ L(EJ 
*— = 2> — (48) 

r- i * * 

where parameters with asterisk are to be evaluated at the singu

lar radius r - 1. The derivative Zs is to be evaluated from Eq. 

(39) by applying L'Hopital's rule. Formally, we may write Zs as 

Zs = - Zx (1 ± n - Zy) . (49) 

where Zx and Zy are complicated expressions involving the second 

derivatives of <*d and <*£ with respect to p and 6. In the limit 

of »(J = «i = 0, it can be shown that i.e. Zs reduces to the 

previous expression of the TNS model, [l3]. 

The above expression indicates that the specification of Zs de

pends on the knowledge of the degree of dissociation, a. and 

ionization, <*if or equivalently p* and T* at r = 1. An examina

tion of Eqs. (44)-(48) indicates that once pft and T* are given, 

there remain seven unknowns, P., v., EA, q., rA, G and A* to be 

specified. At the singular radius, r * r4, there are five equa

tions available 

p* - p * v m * <5o> 

2 
P v r - G/4* (51) 
* * * 

m V2
 1 

M2 * * * * ______ (52) 

4*r2 ,Y -1X q « 
C - _ { _ — ) -— m A . 1 (53) 
* G V2Y / T * * *,(p ,T ) * ' •iCP.iV 
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X * _£-*—i—* (54) 
2mH 

We recall that Y and it are functions of <*d and a r̂ therefore, 

are determined once p# and TA are given. This leaves two par

ameters at our free disposal, E# and \ (or alternatively E A and 

G). This means once p#, TA, EA and \ are specified, and the 

proper root of Zs is chosen, all the five derivatives at r = r# 

are known. 

2.5. Boundary conditions or compatibility requirement 

The choice of the four parameters, pA, TA, \ and EA cannot be 

arbitrary and must be compatible with the ablation process occur

ring at the pellet surface as well as with the ambient plasma 

state downstream at the cloud boundary. 

a) Condition at the cloud boundary 

At the cloud boundary, e.g. r = rD, the energy and energy flux 

of the incoming electrons must correspond to their values of 

the ambient plasma. In terms of the normalized variables, these 

conditions can be written as the following: 

For r I rb , E • E[= E0/E#) , and q • q( = q0/q#) (55) 

where 

E0 = 2T, 

/ Te 1/2 
<?«- »e ( T — 1 2Te 0 \2»me/ 

(56) 
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b) Condition at the pellet surface 

Owing to the lack of knowledge about the actual ablation process 

taking place at the pellet surface, we shall postulate two 

alternative possibilities and study their influence on the cor

responding solutions obtained. These are the ideal energy absorp

tion and dynamic phase transition. 

i) The ideal energy absorbing process, [2] 

In this case, we assume there exists a very effective energy ab

sorbing layer within r*, where most energy of the incoming elec

tron is absorbed. By the time, the incoming electrons reaches the 

pellet surface, its energy flux q compared with qA at r* becomes 

vanishingly small, just sufficient to sublime the pellet ma

terial. As a result, the ablated vapor leaves the pellet with 

little thermal and kinetic energy. These conditions can be writ

ten formally as the following: 

At r = r (= rp/r#) 

q (5 <JP/V * ° and T ( TV/TJ 

(57) 

where Tv is the temperature of the ablated vapour near the pellet 

surface. Por numerical analysis, we shall replace Eq. (57) by 

q < q. (e.g. q. - 1.0 * 1<T3) 

T < q . 

(57a) 

ii) Dynamic phase transition, [l4] 

In this case, the energy flux, qp is assumed to be sufficient to 

drive an evaporation front propagating towards the pellet in-
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terior. The sufficient condition for this process to occur is 

given by [15], 

Y /Y+1\ Y 

- I J > X > (58) 
2 vY-1y Y-1 

where 

qp-9.s 
x = 

•pTv 

•p is the ablated particle flux, 

qs - *pe is the energy flux required by the sublimation 

process, and £ = 0.01 eV is the sublimation energy per 

particle. 

We like to remark here that the lower limit of x differs from our 

previous result by a factor Y larger, [l4]. This difference comes 

about because the previous limit is a necessary but not a suf

ficient condition [13 J - When the ablatant leaves the pellet sur

face as a molecular gas, Eq. (58) becomes 

4.2 > X > 3.5 . (58a) 

2.6. Method of solution 

As mentioned previously, we shall solve the system of equations, 

Bqs. (25), (28), (29), (39) and (40), as an initial value prob

lem. In other words, the integration is initiated by first 

evaluating their derivatives at r * 1. 

Once the proper root of Zs is chosen [13], we notice all the five 

derivatives at r • 1, Eqs. (44)-(48), are determined by the four 

parameters, T#, p^, E# and *#. The four parameters are chosen in 

the following way: With Te of the ambient plasma in mind, we 

first choose a value of E*; TA and p* are then taken as a first 

guess from the previous solution of the TNS model, which cor-
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responds to a frozen flow assumption. The integration is then 

initiated at r = 1 by selecting a value of \ , and continued 

inward numerically until the boundary condition at the pellet 

surface, Eq. (57a), or Bq. (58a), is satisfied. Once the pellet 

position is located, we then integrate outward until Bq. (55) is 

also satisfied to locate the cloud boundary. 

For a given pellet radius, rp and ambient plasma state of Te and 

ne, the proper solution must be obtained through a repeated iter

ative process. Compared with the single species TNS model, the 

iteration is more complicated. This is because if we even use the 

idealized energy absorption condition, Eq. (57), at the pellet 

surface, we have no freedom of choice for ne and rp once the 

four parameters, EA, T#, p# and \ are chosen. In view of the 

temperature and density profiles present in the tokamak dis

charges, instead of carrying out the complicated iterative pro

cess for the solution of the ablation of a given pellet in a 

homogeneous plasma, we instead vary principally E* (which cor

responds mainly to the plasma temperature, Te) in a suitable 

chosen range of interest. In case the solution yields unaccept

able values of rp and ne, we then make a further adjustment of 
T*' P* a n d ** before repeating the integration process. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. The effect of the ratio of the specific heats, v 

To study the possible influence of Y on the nature of the sol

ution and ablation rate of the pellet, we have considered a 

specific example by taking E# * 20 keV, p # • 1.4093 * 10
7 

dynes/cm, and TA * 1.0 eV at the singular radius, r*. The eigen

value A is then chosen to satisfy the imposed boundary conditions 

of Eq. (57a) at the pellet surface and Eq. (55) at the ablated 

cloud boundary. The results obtained for the two approximations 

of Y corresponding to Eqs. (2a) and (2b) are shown in Table I. 
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Table!. Effect of the ratio of the specific : eats. 

Y A Mj r /rp r_,cm Tfi,keV ne*10
12 G, kg/sec. 

-1 - 3 
x l O 1 c m 

7+3«d 
0 . 8 8 3 6 8 . 1 9 9 6 1 .497 3 . 1 7 9 1 1 . 2 3 .588 4 . 7 4 4 

5+«d 

7 - 2 o d 

0.8868 8.2002 1.491 3.204 11.2 3.577 4.779 
5-2«*d 

From the tabulated results, one notices that neither the mass 

ablation rate, G, nor the plasma state, Te, ne and the pellet 

radius, rp exhibit any marked difference in the two cases con

sidered. In view of this finding, all the results mentioned here

after refer only to the case where T is taken as that given by 

Eq. (2a). 

3.2. Influence of the ablation process at the pellet surface 

and the scaling law of the particle ablation rate 

By taking the same ablated state of T* and p* at r# as in the 

previous section, the solution of the system of governing equa

tions corresponding to the two alternative ablation processes, 

Eqs. (57a) and (58a) were examined in the range of E* from 1 to 

20 kaV. Comparing the results obtained, we notice that apart 

from a slight decrease of the eigenvalue *#, when condition (58a) 

is used, there is no significant difference either in the ab-

latant state or in the pellet radius and the ambient plasma 

state. For the two cases considered, the mass ablation rate, G, 

differs no more than 0.2 per cent. The scaling law of the ab

lation rate with respect to the pellet radius and the plasma 

state, as shown in Fig. 1, consequently is unaffected by the 

precise boundary condition at the pellet surface. 
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Explicitly, the particle ablation rate, Np, is given by [l6j 

T
 1(2«HU)1/6 V«H C/ * J (r4qA*)1/3 P 

1/2 

2 * 

(59) 

Comparing it with the ablation rate of the frozen flow, we see 

that both are essentially similar, except that (Y-1) in the 

frozen flow expression is replaced by the factor ( T 4 - 1) M
2/C , 

[l6]. Por values of pA and TA of interest, this factor is a 

nearly constant. The results shown in Fig. 1 can thus be written 

as 

Np = (rjn^j
1/3 f(Te) (60) 

For a H2-pellet, 

f(Te) = 1.414 * 10
16 T^*439 when 100 < Te < 600 eV, 

= 3.246 * 1015
 T^- 6 7 3 when 0.6 < Te < 10 keV. 

As a result of the dissociation and ionization of the ablatant, 

we observe that the ablation rate, as compared with that of the 

frozen flow, is reduced approximately by 15%. 

3.3. Variation of the ablatant state in the cloud 

The variation of the ablatant state with respect to the normal

ized expansion radius, r/rp, is shown in Figs. 2 and 3 respect

ively, for the two cases considered. Figure 2 shows an example 

of a relatively high Te, ne and small rp combination, represent

ing a situation near the central region, whereas Fig. 3 shows 

that of a low Te, ne and large rp combination representing the 

situation near the edge region of a tokamak discharge. The 

dotted curves in these figures give a comparison of the ablatant 

state based on the frozen flow approximation where effects of 

dissociation and ionization are neglected (TNS model). 
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One notices that the temperature variation exhibits the general 

feature of a phase transition process. The rise of the ablatant 

temperature during the expansion of the cloud is interrupted by 

two comparatively flat regions corresponding to the dissociation 

and ionization processes, respectively. This is accompanied by 

the drop of the flow velocity and the Mach number in the respect

ive regions as shown in these figures. In contrast to these 

marked differences of the ablatant state from a frozen flow, no 

noticeable difference in the attenuation of the incoming elec

tron energy or energy flux in the ablated cloud is detected. 

3.4. Ionization radius and the validity of the spherical expan

sion 

To simplify the analysis, in the model presented in Section 2, 

similar to the TNS model, we have assumed that the ablated cloud 

expands spherically from the pellet surface. A necessary re

quirement for the spherical expansion of the cloud is that the 

ablation of the pellet must proceed uniformly at the pellet sur

face. In a magnetized plasma, as the incoming electrons are 

guided by the magnetic field, uniform ablation cannot occur 

during the direct impact phase. However, once an extremely dense 

protective cloud is established through collisions with the ab

lated particles, the incident electrons become quickly random

ized. In most cases of interest, one may expect that spherical 

expansion should be a reasonable approximation in the vicinity 

of the pellet where the electron-neutral collisional mean free 

path *en is much less than Pe, the local electron Larmor radius. 

As the ablatant expands further downstream, its temperature rises 

and pressure drops; at some radius of expansion, its degree of 

ionization becomes appreciable. Consequently, the validity of 

spherical expansion once more should be examined. The degree of 

dissociation and of ionization of the ablatant depend on the 

local temperature and pressure within the ablated cloud. Accord

ing to the method of solution used in the present analyses, they 

depend on their respective values, T# , p# or equivalently <»£ 
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and «*, imposed at rt. By defining a dissociation radius« r^ 

where the concentration ratio PB/P at the expansion radius« r#, 

reaches a maximum and an ionization radius, r^, where PH +/P * 

0.995, and taking some possible combinations of plasma state and 

pellet radius of interest, we have ^ calculated values of r^/rp 

and ri/rn based on the present model; the results are given in 

Table II. Proa the results shown in the table, one notices that 

when «£ is held constant, the ratio r^/r. and r^/rp are nearly 

constant. They are neither sensitive to the variation of the 

plasaa state of Te and n^ nor to that of the pellet radius, rp. 

In the same table, we have also listed (ne)ri and (Te)ri, the 

particle density and temperature of the ablated cold plasma at 

rj. By equating the mean free path *e of the ablated cold elec

trons to the local electron Laraor radius, Pe, a critical field 

B c can be introduced. Omitting the subscript r£, B c can be writ

ten explicitly as 

Bc (gaus) * 1.653 * 10"
13 (lnA)ne (cm'

3) T"1-5 (eV) (61) 

where 

InA s 23.1 + 1.5 In Te - 0.5 In ne, [20J. (61a) 

Thus, for field strength B < Bc, the ablated cold plasma can be 

considered as "dense", spherical expansion of the ablated cloud 

can be taken as a reasonable approximation, [l7j. 

Purther information concerning the dissociation radius, r<j, 

ionization radius, ri and the critical field, Bc for plasma state 

of fusion interest is given in Table III. One observes that due 

to the relatively high electron density of the ablatant at rj, 

the critical field, Bc is rather high; at pellet radius, rp > 

0.15 mm, Bc > 10 Tesla. Prom the results shown in Tables II and 

III, we observe that a higher critical field is not necessary 

related to a larger ionization radius, the opposite seems to be 

the case. 
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In the region of the ablated cloud where ionization of the ab-

latant is in progress, the ablatant teaperature is nearly a 

constant (e.g. Pig. 2), ti.o Magnitude of the critical field, Bc 

depends aainly on the electron density of the ablatant. The 

electron density of the ablatant depends both on the degree of 

ionization, «£ and the total particle density or the total 

•ass density, P of the ablatant. Por radius of expansion r < ri, 

•i increases, while ø decreases rapidly with respect to the 

radius of expansion, one may, therefore, expect that the ablated 

electron density, and thus the critical field B c attains a maxi

mum somewhere in the intermediate region between r<j and r£. An 

exaaple illustrating this occurrence is given in Pig. 4. 

In view of these observations, we like to remark here that the 

validity of the spherical expansion, in our opinion, should be 

exaained in terms of Bc in conjunction with the attenuation of 

the energy flux of the incoaing electrons, [18]. (The readers 

might noticed that for some identical values of plasma states 

and pellet radii, values of B c reported in the present paper are 

lower than those given in reference [l8j, this discrepancy is 

due to *-he fact that instead of using the approximate value of 

In* « 5, a more accurate value of InA according to Bq. (61a) was 

used in the present paper). 

3.5. The possible occurrence off second singularity 

The equation describing the kinetic energy of the ablatant, 

Bq. (39), becomes singular when 

1,2 nl *2 (9' P> " 1 • <62> 

According to the definition of the normalized Mach number, 

H « H/M*, this occurs when 

M2 - 1 , or H2 - 1/»2(1,1) • (*3) 
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This is the initial position, rA, of our integration process. 

For some initial value of M#, a second singularity can occur 

sometime further downstream of the flow, when the local Mach 

number, M becomes 

M2 = 1/*2(
9> P) • (64) 

In particular, this can take place when *2(9' P) = 1 at some ex

pansion radius, i.e. when the flow reverts to sonic. Prom the ex

pression of *2(9» P)» £ 13J» it can be shown that •2(e» P) = 1 

at any one of the following situations: 

i) dj s 0 , (i.e. the original TNS model) 

ii) od = 1 , aL = o , 

iii) <*i = 1 . 

(65) 

Owing to the presence of the Arrhenius factor in evaluating the 

equilibrium degree of dissociation, Eq. (10) ad = o cannot be 

attained in our present model. A close examination of the compu

tational results, indeed, indicate that most breakdowns of the 

solution happen when ^2(8' P) ~ 1 a n d a t t n e same time either 

od * 1 (when <*£ • 0) or <*£ "1 (when o£ • 1). Examples of the 

occurrence of the second singularity under these circumstances 

are shown in Pigs. 5 and 6. To check whether the occurrence of 

the second singularity is caused by computational round-off er

rors, we have perturbed the input parameters p and/or T slight

ly, and found t'at its occurrence persists. We have, therefore, 

suspected that this behaviour might be caused by a thermal shock, 

when a steep temperature gradient of the ablatant develops. 
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4. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS 

When a hydrogenic pellet of a given speed is injected into a 

fusion research device, e.g. tokamak, its penetration depth is 

determined mainly by its ablation rate in the prevailing plasma 

environment. The perturbation of the background plasma, such as 

the accompanying MHD activities, could be influenced to a great 

extent by the state of the ablatant, its temperature and its 

pressure, leaving the cloud. In view of these considerations, we 

have modified the transonic neutral shielding model (TNS model), 

[2], by considering the ablatant to be a mixture of four species; 

H2, H, H
+, and electrons. 

Based on the previous result of the TNS model that in the vicin

ity of the pellet the ablatant is extremely dense, we assumed 

that in a large portion of the ablated cloud, the LTE condition 

exists. The relative concentrations of these species, consequent

ly, are determined by the local temperature and pressure in the 

cloud. In particular, we made no artificial separation of the 

dissociation and the ionization process. 

To take into account the variation of the ratio of the specific 

heats, Y, due to dissociation, we used the argument that Y de

pends only on the degree of freedom, f, of the gas. Two possible 

variations of Y were then assumed: (i) f varies linearly with the 

degree of dissociation, a^, and (ii) f is the average of the 

mixture of molecular and atomic hydrogen gas. Computational re

sults indicated that there is no marked difference either in the 

pellet ablation rate or in the ablatant state when either one of 

the two alternatives is used (see Table I). 

When a pellet is injected into a tokamak, or any other devices, 

it is subjected to the variation of the plasma temperature and 

density prevailing in the device. We have, therefore, investi

gated the ablation process extensively by taking various com

binations of plasma state and pellet radius of practical in-
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terest into consideration, and derived a scaling law. Results of 

the analyses (Fig. 1) showed that the pellet ablation rate scales 

in the sane way with respect to the ambient plasma state and the 

pellet radius as that of a frozen flow (the TNS model). The pres

ence of dissociation effect reduced the ablation rate by approxi

mately 15%. 

When dissociation and ionization effects are present, the tem

perature and velocity profile of the ablatant showed the typical 

behaviour of a phase transition phenomenon; it is distinctively 

different from those of a frozen flow. On the other hand, there 

is no noticeable difference in the attenuation of the incoming 

electron energy or energy flux in the cloud whether the ablatant 

is in a frozen or in an equilibrium state (see Pigs. 2 and 3). 

In view of the uncertainty of the evaporation process at the 

pellet surface, we have used two alternative boundary conditions: 

(i) the zero energy flux approximation [2], and (ii) the dynamic 

phase transition [14]. Results of the analyses revealed that 

neither the pellet ablation rate nor the state of the ablatant 

showed a marked difference with respect to the two alternatives 

used. A possible explanation concerning this finding might be 

due to the fact that as long as the state of the ablatant and 

the energy flux of the incoming electrons are the same at the 

singular radius, the stopping property of the ablatant is nearly 

the same. 

To simplify the analyses, similar to the TNS model, [2], we have 

assumed the ablatant expands spherically. This approximation re

quires a close examination once the ablatant is sufficiently ion

ized. Previous results based on the TNS model showed that most 

of the incoming electron energy is absorbed in a relatively thin 

layer around the pellet. We, therefore, studied the possible 

existence in the present model of such a spherical shell. It was 

shown that the presence of such an effective energy absorbing 

layer could be based on the comparison between the local ablated 

electron collisional mean free path with the electron Larmor 

radius in the cloud. Based on this, a critical field, Bc, was 
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introduced. An effective energy absorbing spherical shell exists 

when the local field strength B < Bc. By defining an ionization 

radius, r^, where 99.5% of the ablated material is ionized; Bc 

was evaluated at rj. Results of the analyses then showed that a 

large rj does not necessary correspond to a high Bc. For most 

combinations of plasma states and pellet radii; in fact, the 

opposite seems to be the case (see Tables II and III). At plasma 

state of fusion interest and pellet radius exceeds 0.15 mm, the 

critical field, Bc at r^ is well beyond 10 Tesla (see Table III). 

Due to the presence of the singularities, we solved the system of 

governing equations as an initial value problem by a proper 

choice of the four parameters, p , T^, Et and \ at the singular 

radius of expansion, r^. For a given plasma state and pellet 

radius combination, the problem has to be solved through a com

plicated iteration process. He have circumvented this difficulty 

by varying the plasma state and pellet radius over a wide range 

of interest, and derived a scaling law of the pellet ablation 

rate. On the other hand, we are still prevented from formulating 

a scaling law concerning the state of the ablatant with respect 

to a given combination of plasma state and pellet radius. The 

task is made more difficult because tot some combinations of 

ambient plasma state and pellet radius, a second singularity 

sometimes appears further downstream from r̂ ., where the ablated 

fluid reverts to a subsonic flow. This phenomenon, as mentioned 

previously in Section 3.5, apparently is not caused by computa

tional round-off errors, but might have some real physical im

plications. In this respect, it is of interest to note that in 

a somewhat related problem in comet researches, the possible oc

currence of an inner shock has been suggested [l9]. 

The main idea of the TNS model as well as the present one is to 

consider the ablatant as an effective stopping medium of the in

coming plasma electrons. To simplify the analysis, we have taken 

both the loss function, L(E), and the effective attenuation cross 

section of the energy flux, M E ) , o f t h e ablated mixture to be 

identical to those of a molecular hydrogen gas. This approxi

mation seems to be reasonable as long as the ablatant remains 
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only weakly ionized. In view of the possible excitation of plasna 

waves through the interaction of the hot incoming electrons with 

a relatively cold ablated plasma [21 ], the validity of this ap

proximation, and its possible consequence on the pellet ablation 

rate of a moderately or fully ionized ablatant remains a subject 

requiring further study. 
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APPENDIX 

dq dE 
Derivation of the expressions, — , — a n d A(B) 

dr dr 

Denoting different types of the target particles (i.e. the dif

ferent species of the ablatant) by the subscript "j", the at

tenuation of the energy flux of the incoming electrons in the 

ablatant can be written as 

— » qljnjA^E) 

(A-l) 

* qinH*H <B> + «HAH(B) • nH+%f<B> + neAe(B)} 

Assuming that back scattering of the incoming electrons mainly is 

due to the impact with the nuclei of the target particles, we can 

then put 

°H+<B> * °H(8) ' «H (8)/2 . (A-2) 

Using Block's rule, we have 

LH(E) - - lfl2(E) . (A-3) 

As a result, 

°H2(E)
 2LH2(E) A ( B ) 

AH(E) - • - -*—L (A-4) 
" 2 2E 2 ' 
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where 

Lu i gj 
A<B) = °nA2) • 2 — = A H J E > (A-5) 

2 E 2 

The attenuation of the energy flux of the incoming electrons due 

to interaction with the cold plasma of the ablatant is rep

resented by 

LH+(E) Le{E) 
nH+AH+(E) + neAe(E) = nH+{oH+(E) + oe(E) + 2 — + 2 } 

I L e ( E ) i 

(A-6) 

In the above approximation, we have neglected LH+(E) compared 

with Le(E) and °e{E) compared with øf]+(E). Taking into account 

that the energy loss of electron impact to a free electron is 

nearly the same as that to a bound electron, we may write 

Le(B) « LH(E) 

(see the following remark concerning this approximation). Replac

ing °H+( B) b v ° H ( E ) ' E<3« (A-6) finally reduces to 

"H+ 
nH+AH+(E> • neAe(E) = — A(E) . (A-6a) 

Substituting Eq. (A-4) and (A-6a) into Eq. (A-1), we have 

dq A(E) . . 
— « q - _ |2n« + nH • nH+} . 
dr 2 2 

In terms of the mass density, P, of the mixture, finally, we ob

tain 
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dq PqA(E) 

dr 2triH 

Using the same approximation, it is easy to show that 

dB P 

— = — L(E) 
dr m|] 

Recalling that my - 2TOH, these expressions formally have the 

same appearance as those of the TNS model. 

Remark concerning the approximation of L«»(E) = L H ( E ) 

When the energy, E, of the incident electrons is much greater 

than the thermal energy T Cp of the cold electrons of the ab-

latant, the attenuation of the incident electron energy due 

to collisions with cold plasma ions can be neglected. Using the 

Coulomb collisional theory [20], and taking the Coulomb logar

ithm, Lc s 10» w e calculated the loss function L e(E) in the 

range of incident electron energy, 20 < E < 2 * 10 4 eV for two 

values of T c p , 25 and 50 eV. The result is shown in Fig. 6. It 

is to be noted that except for a shift of the maximum towards a 

higher E, L e(E) is insensitive to T c p when E > 1 keV. 

For E >> T Cp, due to the collective effect, plasma waves can be 

excited (Cherenkov radiation) in the cold plasma; this effect is 

neglected in the usual binary collisional approach. To check this 

possible additional loss, we resorted to the asymptotic expres

sion given by Kihara and Aono, [21]. In terms of the loss func

tion, denoted here by L Cp(E), their expression can be written as 

2n e4 m v 3 
I-cp(E) - " i — l n ( - 5 ~ ) (A-7) 

e *». 

where v » ( 2 E / m e )
1 / 2 is the incident electron velocity, and 

«p • ( 4 " e 2 n / m e )
1 / 2 is the plasma frequency. For comparison, 

L Cp(E) is also shown in Fig. 7 for incident electron energy 
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B > 1 keV at two values of the cold plasma density, n = 1016 

and 1018 cm""3. Comparing these results with those of the semi-

empirical formula, LH(E), and the loss function, Le(E), we ob

serve that at E > 3 keV, they all have the nearly same 1/E de

pendence. At high values of E, the presence of the collective 

effect can increase the loss function by a factor of around 2. 

The results shown in the figure also indicated that at a low 

incident electron energy (E < 1 keV), the approximation of Le(E) 

by LH(E) might lead to an underestimate. 



Table II. Ionization radius, r^ and the critical field, Bc, p • 2.197 * 107 dynes/cm2 

<ad a 

* 
( * d 5 

T 
* 

eV 

0 . 9 

> 0.998528) 

1.0 

* 0 .999221) 

1.05 

1.0643 

E 
* 

keV 

2 . 5 

5 . 0 

6 . 5 

7 . 5 

7 .8 

7.0 

7 . 5 

7 . 8 

7 . 8 

7 . 3 

A 
* 

0.5557 

0.5467 

0.5419 

0.5391 

0.5383 

0.8118 

0.8109 

0.8098 

0.9518 

0.9941 

r P 

mm 

0.269 

0.850 

1.31 

1.66 

1.80 

2.99 

3.36 

3.59 

4 .70 

4 .51 

T e 

keV 

1.40 

2.76 

3.57 

4 .11 

4 .27 

3.99 

4.27 

4 .43 

4 .51 

4 .26 

" e 

1 0 l 3 c m - 3 

13.5 

4 .93 

3.38 

2.75 

2 .60 

2.60 

2.36 

2.23 

2.16 

2.37 

r < j / r p 

1.57 

1.56 

1.58 

1.62 

1.63 

1.32 

1.28 

1.30 

1.26 

1.20 

* 

r i A p 

21 

21.3 

21.4 

21.5 

21.5 

12.8 

12.7 

12.7 

10.1 

9 .59 

( n e ) r i 

1 0 l 6 c m - 3 

2 .95 

3.02 

3.10 

3. 12 

3.12 

5.74 

5 . 8 

5.78 

8.02 

8.79 

( T e ) r i 

ev 

1.89 
n 

H 

n 

n 

2.06 
M 

H 

2.14 

2 .13 

Be 

t e s l a 

0.93 

0.96 

0.98 

0 ,98 

0 .98 

1.59 

1.64 

1.62 

2.10 

2.34 
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Fig. 1. Variation of Mp^r_4ne)''
3 vs. plasaa electron tenpera-

turer Te. The dashed curve corresponds to a frozen, the 

solid one an equilibrium ablated flow. Boundary condi

tions q > T, q < 1.0 * 10*3 or 4.2 > x > 3.5, and 

Eq. (55). 

Legend: 0, fixed degree of dissociation at the singular 

radius, a«j* « 0.9995. O °d* varied, e, result of the 

equilibrium flow where a second singularity is present. 
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Fig. 2. Variation of the ablatant state with the normalized ex

pansion radius, r/rp. Plasma state and the pellet radius: 

Te - 2.73 JceV, ne « 9.93 * 10
13 cm, rp - 0.36 mm. The 

dashed curves represent the corresponding state of a 

single-species fluid. The normalization parameters for 

the 4-species and 1-species ablatant are respectively: 

q#, 6.0 * 10
7 (4), 4.88 * 107 (1) w/cm2; E,, 5.0 (4), 

4.63 (1) keV; T#, 0.9 (4), 1.35 (1) eV; V „ 1.14 * 10« 

(4), 0.95 * 10« (1) cm/s; p#, 4.0 * 10? (4), 7.2 * 10? 

(1) dynes/cm2. The singular radius of expansion are 

respectively r,/rp, 1.95 (4), 1.5 (1). 
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Fig. 3. Variation of the ablatant state with the normalized 

expansion radius, r/rp. Plasma state and the pellet 

radius: Te • 124 eV, ne » 7.15 * 10
11 cm"3, rp • 1.66 mm. 

The dashed curves represent the corresponding ablatant 

state of a single-species fluid. The normalization 

parameters for the 4-species and 1-species ablatant are 

respectively: q#, 3.17 * 10
3 (4), 3.41 * 103 (1) w/cm2; 

E#, 200 (4), 206 (1) eV; T,, 0.15 (4), 3.64 (1), eV; 

V#, 0.31 * 10* (4), 1.56 * 106 (1) cm/s; p,, 1.5 * 10* 

(4), 0.30 * 104 (1) dynes/cm?. The singular radius of 

expansion are respectively r^/rp, 1.47 (4), 1.56 (1). 
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Fig. 4. Variation of the critical field, Bc, ablated electron 

density, (ne)ab' concentration ratio, PH +/P*
 a n d t n e 

energy flux ratio, q/q0with the normalized expansion 

radius, r/rp. Plasma state and pellet radius: Te « 3.57 

keV, n, 3.38 10 13 cm -3 1.31 mm. 
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Pig. 5. Example illustrates the occurrence of a second singular

ity where «<j » 1. »a* " °' 0 2 a t t n e f i r s t singular 

radius, rA. Plasma state and pellet radius: T e » 145 eV, 

2.54 * 10 1 2 

n. cm~3, x. • 1.32 mm. 
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Fig. 6. Example illustrates the occurrence of a second singular* 

ity where <*£»!. <*<|* » 0.9999 at the first singular 

radius , r*.Plasma state and pellet radius: Te • 636 eV, 

1.54 * 10 1 4 cm"3 , r_ * 1.11 mm. 
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Fig. 7. Loss function L(E) vs. incident electron energy, E. 

LH(E) is the loss function of electrons in the atomic 

hydrogen gas, where 2Lf|(E) = Lg (E) of Eq. (20). Le(E) 
2 

is the loss function in the plasma based on Coulomb 

collisions. LCp(E) shows the effect of "Cherenkov 

radiation" for additional energy loss of hot electrons 

in a cold target plasma. 
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radius in the cloud is made. A critical field, B is then defined 

and evalued at the ionization radius, r-. For plasma state of 

fusion interest and pellet radius beyond 0.15 mm, B is well 

above 10 Tesla. 
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